
INTRODUCTION & METHODS 

Billions of migrating birds travel twice a year between their breeding and over-

wintering areas during which they encounter various environmental conditions. 

Wind has utmost importance for migrating birds as wind speed and direction 

may strongly affect the speed and the metabolic rate of flight. Specifically, 

tailwind assistance (TWA) during migration was found to induce departure to 

cross-country flight, lower the cost of flight and facilitate fast migratory 

movement. Hence, to successfully accomplish their enduring journeys, migrants 

must sense and respond to ambient variation in wind conditions. Using two 

radar systems and local meteorological measurements we studied spring 

migrating raptors in a migration bottle-neck in Southern Italy to explore the 

effects of wind on soaring migrants. We measured the effects of TWA and 

crosswind (CRW) on the flight speed of raptors and on migration intensity at 

the two sides of the Strait of Messina.  
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Fig.1: The Strait of Messina 

from the Calabrian side, 

Etna volcano in background 

(photo by Paolo Becciu). 

Fig.2: Honey Buzzard 

(Pernis apivorus) , the most 

numerous migrating species 

in the study (photo by Lior 

Kislev). 

Fig.3: The radar unit in 

Calabria.  

Fig.4: Satellite image of 

Italy.  

Fig.5: Satellite image of the 

study area (the Strait of 

Messina), the red stars 

represent the radar units.   

ITALY 

TWA positively affects the ground speed of birds in 

Calabria, on contrary CRW does not affect the ground 

speed. 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
We found that TWA positively affected bird ground speed in Calabria and thus facilitated rapid migration. The same was not found in Sicily. Yet, TWA 

had an unexpected negative effect on migration intensity in Calabria, suggesting scale-related response of migrating raptors to TWA. TWA and CRW did 

not affect bird passage in Sicily, probably due local effects of the Peloritani Mountains, a geographical barrier that is located between the Strait of Messina and the 

Sicilian radar station. 

We suggest that although birds exploit local wind conditions to migrate faster, wind conditions may additionally affect the selection of the migration route at a 

regional scale. Under tailwind conditions many migrating raptors undertake a cross-sea flight rather than an over-land detour over Calabria. Our findings 

demonstrate the complicated modulation of flight properties and migration route selection by wind conditions over various spatial scales.  

TWA positively affects the ground speed of birds in 

Calabria, on contrary CRW does not affect the ground 

speed (but in this case there is a tendency). Also, there is a 

difference in slopes (TWA:site) . 

TWA negatively affects the density of bird tracks in 

Calabria, on contrary CRW positively affects the number 

of tracks. 

TWA does not affect the number of tracks in Calabria and 

in Sicily, on contrary CRW positively affects the density 

of bird tracks Also, there is a difference in slopes between 

Sicily and Calabria (CRW:site). 
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TWA = Tailwind assistance 

CRW = Crosswinds 

site = Calabria and Sicily 


